
It’s not always sunny in the cloud
The Aptum Cloud Impact Study

Aptum Technologies 
needed to build trust and 
credibility at the same time 
as raising awareness of 
its new products, services 
and solutions. 50

4/5

Pieces of coverage in 
tier-one media outlets 
in a 12-month period, 
exceeding our KPI 
target by over 100%

Four in five business 
development executives 
shared coverage

Coverage samples

The Cloud Impact Study met 
all objectives: it engaged 
our target decision makers 
and formed a core part of an 
integrated demand generation 
programme that has driven 
our sales pipeline. The quality 
and quantity of the media 
coverage generated was 
beyond expectations.  

Tom Adams
Marketing Director, Aptum 
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What are the odds your business 
will avoid an IT-related business 
disruption this year?  

IT’S NOT IF … IT’S WHEN

This timely eBook will help you

It's full of insights and strategies 
to prepare for any disruption.

Download it before another 
disaster strikes.

BUILD AN EFFECTIVE 
BUSINESS 
CONTINUITY PLAN

1 IDC 2019 State of IT Resilience Report
2 Gartner 2020 Business Continuity Survey
3 Aptum Cloud Impact Study, 2020

INFOGRAPHIC

91% Of organizations experience 
some type of IT-related 
business disruption each year1

Cloud makes ensuring business continuity easier, faster, and cheaper
LEVERAGE THE CLOUD FOR BUSINESS CONTINUITY

89% Of businesses see cloud as 
“essential to business continuity”3

Most organizations know they should be prepared for disruptions.
But that’s where it ends.

Only a small minority of organizations have robust Business Continuity Plans.

CAN YOU WITHSTAND A DISRUPTION?

12% 2%
Pandemic Ransomware Wildfire Phishing Attack Hurricane

BUSINESS
CONTINUITY

PLANNING
IN THE CLOUD

Unexpected, unpredictable, unprecedented.
Whatever the disaster, most businesses are not adequately prepared. But they can be.

Of businesses were 
“highly prepared” for the 
impact of the coronavirus2

Of companies are “fully 
prepared” to continue as 
normal after a disruption

AND
ONLY JUST
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CRACKING THE CODE
ON IT RESILIENCE

When it comes to IT resilience, 
most organizations have a long way to go

 

A LONG WAY TO GO

Truly resilient IT organizations can
adapt to disruptions so their data and
services are always available, and
normal operations are restored quickly.

FIND OUT HOW. 
DOWNLOAD THIS EBOOK …
IT RESILIENCE AND DATA
PROTECTION IN THE CLOUD

1 Accenture - COVID-19: Systems resilience in times of unprecedented disruption
2 IDC 2019 State of IT Resilience Report
3 ibid
4 Aptum Cloud Impact Study, 2020
5 Accenture - COVID-19: Systems resilience in times of unprecedented disruption
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90% Of IT organizations cannot maintain data and services 
availability when malware attacks, server failures or natural disasters strike1

Data protection and risk mitigation is
becoming more costly and time-consuming

IT’S NOT GETTING ANY EASIER

58% Of organizations believe data protection
will become more complex in coming years3

Knowing you have a problem and doing
something about it are two di�erent things

PERCEPTION VS. REALITY
82% 

50% 
Of companies say data protection and 
disaster recovery are important to 
their digital transformation projects 

YET
ONLY Of apps are protected with even 

a disaster recovery strategy2

Resilient IT organizations have the right workloads in the
right place for the right reason

TODAY, IT RESILIENCE POINTS TO THE CLOUD

48% 
Of organizations
see cloud as
key to business
continuity4

95% 
Of organizations
used cloud models
to mitigate e�ects
of Covid-19

Traditional defences simply don’t cut it
CLOUD INCREASES SECURITY

If you think your organization may not be IT resilient, you’re not alone
IT RESILIENCE? FEW HAVE “CRACKED THE CODE”

10% Of organizations say they’ve
“cracked the code” on IT resilience5

91% Of organizations increased 
security by adopting
cloud services

Many organizations have a disaster recovery plan. 
Few have ‘cracked the code’ that reduces risk of 

downtime and ensures data and services will 
always be available. 

Campaign infographics

Coverage samples Campaign hub page

The collateral 
significantly helped 
us communicate 
our messaging and 
provided us with 
real, consequential 
and relevant insights 
to share with our 
prospects and 
customers.  

Tom Adams
Marketing Director,  
Aptum 
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